Fast unsupervised nuclear segmentation and classification scheme for automatic allred cancer scoring in immunohistochemical breast tissue images.
This paper presents an improved scheme able to perform accurate segmentation and classification of cancer nuclei in immunohistochemical (IHC) breast tissue images in order to provide quantitative evaluation of estrogen or progesterone (ER/PR) receptor status that will assist pathologists in cancer diagnostic process. The proposed segmentation method is based on adaptive local thresholding and an enhanced morphological procedure, which are applied to extract all stained nuclei regions and to split overlapping nuclei. In fact, a new segmentation approach is presented here for cell nuclei detection from the IHC image using a modified Laplacian filter and an improved watershed algorithm. Stromal cells are then removed from the segmented image using an adaptive criterion in order to get fast tumor nuclei recognition. Finally, unsupervised classification of cancer nuclei is obtained by the combination of four common color separation techniques for a subsequent Allred cancer scoring. Experimental results on various IHC tissue images of different cancer affected patients, demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme when compared to the manual scoring of pathological experts. A statistical analysis is performed on the whole image database between immuno-score of manual and automatic method, and compared with the scores that have reached using other state-of-art segmentation and classification strategies. According to the performance evaluation, we recorded more than 98% for both accuracy of detected nuclei and image cancer scoring over the truths provided by experienced pathologists which shows the best correlation with the expert's score (Pearson's correlation coefficient = 0.993, p-value < 0.005) and the lowest computational total time of 72.3 s/image (±1.9) compared to recent studied methods. The proposed scheme can be easily applied for any histopathological diagnostic process that needs stained nuclear quantification and cancer grading. Moreover, the reduced processing time and manual interactions of our procedure can facilitate its implementation in a real-time device to construct a fully online evaluation system of IHC tissue images.